Notice-Board

Under this heading, scholars can insert short notices on new resources, discoveries or opportunities related to Ethiopian-Eritrean studies. There are manuscripts, paintings, films, photo albums, various papers, tape-recorded materials, diaries, and so forth in the hands of individuals or under the care of institutions scarcely known on the international level. These materials are not included in the published catalogues. However, such resources can be of special interest to the one or the other researcher. It would be a valuable contribution to our knowledge if you could describe briefly the nature and size of such a material known to you, its location and whether or not it is accessible for academic research. Similarly, information on newly launched research projects, academically oriented home-pages, or exchange programmes of institutions of higher learning may also be of interest to the academic community. The notice should not exceed 500 words.

Ethiopian manuscripts

Ethiopian mss. owned by individuals or institutions and/or collections scarcely known by international scholars.
Where can Ethiopian mss. be found, outside Ethiopia, which are not found in the published catalogues?
We need the following information:
1. the precise location of the ms., the owner’s name or the person to contact;
2. number of mss.;
3. numbering (in a small collection);
4. the language used in the ms.;
5. (in brief:) the contents, age and other characteristics of the ms.
From now on you will be able to pass on such information to us.
Please, use the numbered form for your answer.
Any information reaching us will be published in the next edition of AETHIOPICA.